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ART
Designed to draw stares

Designed to draw stares
You get inspired by Art collection products with their
harmonized oval and rectangular shapes. A wide
range of ceramic products and plumbing fixtures
allows for development of different design solutions in
European style.

The products are functionally balanced: furniture is
designed to store a fair number of bathroom
necessities; mounting options are provided for
multipurpose basin: surface, built-in or general
mounting.
Free-standing cast iron bath being a true picture of
modern luxury provides efficient and sophisticated use
of bathroom space. This product looks spacious, it is
resistant to deformation, shock & wear proof, and also
has high immunity to noise interference due to firstclass cast iron 5.5 - 7.0 in thickness.
Advanced ingenious bath faucet will definitely add
charm and fascination to general design concept.
Perfect gloss finish, proper and smooth operation of
the cartridge, absolute accuracy of adjustment provide
quality assurance and aesthetic satisfaction in use.

Storage system for bathroom necessities provides
optimum saving of interior space. Soft and silent
opening of the doors is provided due to high-quality
finish hardware.

Such a simple technical solution as mirror led-light will
modernize and lend variety to bathroom interior.
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CAST IRON BATH
It straddles traditions and modernity

SUPPLY

Free-standing retro-model: it’s a magic luxury that combines the spirit of the past and
state-of-the-art development. Exterior of an oval cast iron bath is painted with “relaxing”
grey what gives an outlet for imagination and airy dreams.
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Vendor code

: 12010010

Size

: 1700 x 850 x 560 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12010070

Standard supply package includes: bath; free-standing detachable panel that is not only
a decorative component, but also serves as bath support; chromed automatic liquid
transfer device, drain kit and water trap to connect.
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SQUAT TOILET
Flush technology revolution

SUPPLY

Modern squat toilet is characterized by high sanitary level and supreme functionality. New
criteria pertaining to sanitary, product cleaning efficiency, circular wash-off and water
consumption are established by Lavinia Boho innovative technologies.
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Vendor code

: 12010020

Size

: 660 x 370 x 790 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 12010120; bidet 12010030

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl with horizontal discharge; tank having
seamless cast body, glazed inner surface and water underfeed; dual-mode drain Geberit
valves; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with soft-close cover and chromed metal
hinges; fixing set for mounting squat toilet on the floor; LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean
self-cleaning ceramic coating.
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WALL-HUNG CABINET
Designed for life

SUPPLY

Being a key feature of bathroom design, this furniture unit provides not only comfortable
storage for daily necessities, but also blends with style and color of all ceramic products
of the Art collection.
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Vendor code

: 12010040

Size

: 1400 x 550 x 490 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12010050; mirror wardrobe 12010060

Standard supply package includes: wall-hung cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings;
fixing set to mount the cabinet on the wall.
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BASIN
Real beauty, perfect luxury

SUPPLY

Basin perfectly matches bathroom design and harmonizes with furniture unit of the Art
collection. Basin continuous glare and easy routine maintenance are provided due to
LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean special coating.
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Vendor code

: 12010050

Size

: 600 х 440 х 190 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: cabinet 12010040; mixer 12010080

Standard supply package includes: basin; fixing set for built-in or general mounting;
LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean self-cleaning ceramic coating.
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BASIN FAUCET
The faucet embodies philosophy of aesthetic minimal art

SUPPLY

During mounting basin faucet body together with pipeline are concealed in the wall and
faced with ceramic tiles. There is only faucet spout on the outside.
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Vendor code

: 12010080

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: basin 12010050

Standard supply package includes: concealed built-in system; faucet spout; connection
kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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LAVINIA BOHO

innovation & design
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